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This book has the power to change your life
She actually has everything she has ever dreamed of, but the young
woman is, nonetheless, increasingly discontent. She frequently has no
idea how to manage the daily balancing act between career and family.
One day, while walking through the woods, she encounters an old woman,
who shares with her the four questions of life that can change everything.
The young mother isn’t quite convinced by this claim, but she still
resolves to figure out how the process functions. The first question is:
What do I actually want?
And the process actually works. She slowly begins to believe in the power
of the questions, but then one question plunges her into a major crisis:
What do I actually need? Suddenly, so many things seem to be under
scrutiny. The old woman doesn’t have any easy answers, much to the
young mother’s disappointment. Instead, the old woman offers to reveal
the final question to her. This one has the greatest power to catalyze farreaching change. Is she ready for this?
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A very personal debut from an auspicious author
Realistic, inspiring, encouraging
For fans of John Strelecky´s The Why Café

Tessa Randau
Tessa Randau, born in 1976, worked as a departmental head at a
women’s magazine. When she was faced with the next career step, she
decided to rethink her life. She made a choice for more personal latitude,
and set off on her own as a stress and burnout consultant. This is her first
book. It is based on her experiences and came about as a result of her
wish to help as many people as possible to find their own personally
fulfilling way in life. She lives with her family in the Koblenz area.
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